
22.314 Problem V Solution Fall 2006

Known

E =195000 v =0.3

A = 150 oB :=260 sB =0.54-10 - 2

Derived properties

EmA =0

onrsmB = sB - E

smY :=0.002

smY - smA
ry : mA .(oB - aA) . aAd Linear interpolation between A anb B to get yield stress arYemB - smA

aY = 204.098

The 0.2% offset yield stress oY is 204.098 MPa

From the uniaxial stress-strain curve, when op<=CA, se=seA=0; when aA<cp<=~B, se is linear on
ap; when cp=aB, te=eeB=B-oB/E

seA 0
aB

sB = B - -

i =0.. 100

•e = seB.-

so -8eA
Opi = te- .(oB - A) - oA I/I ap as a function of so

seB sA

too200

2000 51
o 0.002 0.004 0.006



Loading sequences and questions

1317.5 -12.5 75

a:= - 12.5 137.5 75

75 75 50

1)

akk:=o 0,0 +l Oa, I + aa 2 , 2

ukk =325

i:=0..2

j =0..2

ac :=0

Sal1 :=oa, - --S(i- j,0)-

129.167 -12.5 75

Sa =12.5 29.167 75

75 75 -58.333

une = i Sa) (Sao, -)22+ (Sao,2-2± (Sa1 ,)2 1(Sa,2) 2.2  (Sa2,)]

oae = 204.634

Now calculate VonMises stress for comparision

eigena:= eigenvals(aa)

aVM .[(150 - 200) 2 (150 +25)2(200+25

cVM =204.634

We can see cae=aVM



2) Strain tensor for sa

a) Elastic strain

i =0..2

j =0..2

1
selaij =2 .[(l v)-ai,j- v 5(i- j,0)-Okk]

S4.167.10- 4 -8333-10' 5 10-4

cela= 8.333.10 -  4.167-10 5-10 4

[510-4 5.0 - 4  -1.667-10 -4

b) Mechanical strain

Since aae=204>aa=150, mechanical strain exists and has to be calculated

Since the stress was applied in a proportional manner, Saij/ce is constant, thus we have

cm(ij)=(3*Sa(i,j)2*ae)*se

roota = roo• Lae E- A.(oB - A) + A],ea

Ec = roota

sae = 0.002

100sac = 0.202 II Mathcad sometimes doesn't show enough significant digits. sae is actually

0.00202 here

3-Sa
mai 2.aa

4.31810 4 -1.85110 -4 0.001

ma= -1.851-10 -  4.318-10 4 0.001

0.001 0.001 -8.637"10

Total stress

stola =~ela- cma



8.48510 4 -2.684*.t0 4 0.002

Etola = 2.68410 8.48510 - 4 0.002

0.002 0.002 -. OOl

3) When stress is proportionally reduced to zero, sela vanishs while ema remains unchanged.

stola=tma when zero stress is reached

260 0 0
ab := 0 00

000

akk := bo,0 t bl. I b2 ,2

akk = 260

i =0..2

j =0..2

Sbi, j abi j - -5(i- j,0)kk

173.333
Sb = 0

0

0 0
-86.667 0
0 -86.667

obe= 3.-[(Sbo 0)2  (Sb, 1) 22+S (Sbb2)22+ (Sb1 j 2+ (Sb2) 2-2+ (Sb22 )2]

obe =260

4) Strain tensors for ab

a) Elastic strain

i =0..2

j =0..2

celbi j = (Ij v)-obi,- v5(i-j, 0).kk



0.001
selb = 0

0

0 0
-4 10 -4 0

0 -4-104

b) Mechanical strain
During the second loading, when ae increases from 0 to oae, no mechanical strain is produced.
Since cbe=260 > aae=204, new mechanical strain will be produced when ae increases from aae to
abe.

bshe:=

rooth b=ro obe- • -a((aB-A) aAse
4eB - zeA

she =rootb

abe = 0.004

100-sbe= 0.407

3.Sbi.
smadd,, := .(sbe - sac)

0.002 0 0
cmadd 0 0.001 0

0 0 -0.001

smadd is the addtional mechanical strain tensor that is produced when ve increases from ose to
abe. Adding smadd to Ema we can get the total mechanical strain when ob is reached.

smb := madd •sma

0.002
Emb" -1.851•10 -

0.001

c) Total stress

stolb = celb - smb

-1.851-10

-5.916*10 -

0.001

/ 0.004
Etolb= 1-1.851-10

o0.001

-1.851"10 -  0.001

-9.91610-  0.001

0.001 -f002



5) When stress is proportionally reduced to zero, selb vanishs while Emb remains unchanged.
stolb=smb when zero stress is reached

Note: Some of the elements in the matrices may not be accurate because Mathcad sometimes
doesn't show enough significant digits.


